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• Traceability Efforts in Ethiopia
• Verification of malaria medication
• Planned works

Topics
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• In 2015, USAID, JSI, UNFPA and PFSA collaborated
to launch a pilot project in Ethiopia to test the
feasibility of using GS1 barcode technology with
Global Trade Item number (GTIN) serialization to
track a health commodity from a supplier to
health facilities.

• The pilot was to provide end-to-end visibility of
data for Emergency Contraceptive Pills (EC) by
linking HCMIS data with procurement data

• The pilot provided promising results to inform
broader traceability efforts in Ethiopia’s public
health sector.

Traceability Efforts in Ethiopia

Overview of traceability efforts
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• PFSA is now utilizing GDTI – Global Document Type Identifier with serialization
to track and authenticate outgoing PFSA official invoices

• Assigning a GDTI to each invoices that is linked to a central registry means
anyone can easily check for its authenticity.

• A specific application for the prevention of fraud and document falsification is
developed.

• Today, any Stoke Transfer Voucher with a GS1 GDTI barcode can be
authenticated at verifydoc.pfsa.gov.et using any barcode reader app (Android
or iOS) or by typing the human-readable number directly on the website for
those without a smartphone

Traceability Efforts in Ethiopia

Overview of traceability efforts
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Verifying malaria medication Pilot

• Purpose : To develop a GS1 Verification Platform for the
public to validate malaria commodities.

• Why Malaria :
– ~ 6.5 million cases per year
– ACT is prescribed for 70% to 85% of all cases as

treatment
– Estimated procurement share is 95% PFSA vs. 5%

UNICEF
– Counterfeiting of ACT's are increasingly being

found in the market

Verification of malaria medication
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• What it does?
– Manufacturers of ACT provide serialized GTIN

used for the ACT products that are shipped to
Ethiopia.

– Using this app the public can scan the ACT
package and verify that this product is a
genuine manufactured ACT and imported by
PFSA

Outcome
– Enabling the public to verify the authenticity of

the product by developing a tool that uses
global standards to verify malaria commodities

– Learn from the implementation for scale to
other category of commodities

Verification of malaria medication
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• Expand the Malaria work to other programs
/ products

• Getting other suppliers onboard to share
serialized GTIN for products other than
Malaria

• New items will be added based on
availability of SGTINs and EDI

• To set up an Interactive Voice Response (IVR)
system for users to dial in and enter the GDTI
to authenticate PFSA's official documents.

• To finalize the Master facility list application
to uniquely identifying facilities using GS-1
standard

Next Step / Way forward
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• Standardization of product identification and data exchange provides the basis for the
implementation of a traceability system in which visibility in the supply chain can be
achieved: we will know exactly where products are at any given time.

• System standardization also supports the conduction of recalls, helps detect counterfeit
products (especially relevant in African countries) in the supply chain and assures the right
medication, at the right time will be available for the right patient.

• Even though we are still at an early phase of implementation, we believe that our
experiences are very beneficial for other countries and could serve as an inspiration.

Summary



Thank you
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